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PDF-ShellTools is a free application developed to provide Windows users with the ability to quickly and easily perform actions on multiple PDF documents. It allows users to perform some very powerful and useful actions such as merge PDF documents, rotate and split PDF files, generate thumbnails, extract text or images, and many more. PDF-ShellTools is a must have tool for anyone who needs to
process a lot of PDF files. Screenshot: A: PDFminer is a Python script that processes PDF files. The main features are the following: Merge/Join PDFs (without re-converting them) Merge/Join PDFs (with re-converting them) Sort PDFs (using either PDF-Format-Calibre or TCPDF) Rename PDFs Add metadata (Author, Date, Title, Keywords, Comment) Duplicate PDFs Tag PDFs (This adds Textual
Tags) Convert PDFs to PDF/A-1b (This adds PDF/A-1b Metadata) Convert PDFs to PDF/A-2/A-3 (This adds PDF/A-2/A-3 Metadata) Convert PDFs to XPS Batch convert PDFs to JPG or PNG (This adds JPG/PNG Metadata) Check if PDFs can be opened in a PDF Reader Automatically check if PDFs can be opened in a PDF Reader Batch convert PDFs to JPEG (This adds JPEG Metadata) Batch

convert PDFs to WMF (This adds WMF Metadata) Generate thumbnails (if PDFs have images and their is only one per document) Convert PDFs to TXT (This adds TXT Metadata) Convert PDFs to TIF (This adds TIF Metadata) Convert PDFs to PS/PDT (This adds PS/PDT Metadata) Convert PDFs to PDF/X-3 (This adds PDF/X-3 Metadata) Convert PDFs to DXF (This adds DXF Metadata) Create
PDF Archive Create PDF with Header/Footer (This adds Header/Footer Metadata) Generate PDF/A-1b from PDF/A-2/A-3 (This adds PDF/A-1b Metadata) Generate PDF/A-1
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Features: * Separate and merge multiple PDFs into one document. * Split a PDF in to several pages. * Add watermarks to PDF documents. * Check for duplicate pages, extract text and images from PDF files. * Extract the raw text, metadata, images, and form fields of PDF documents. * Add and set security settings for PDF files. * Search for PDF documents in the specified folders. * Rename PDF files
based on their metadata or create new PDF files. * Create and execute scripts to automate repetitive tasks. * Use keyboard shortcuts to quickly perform common actions. * Choose your options to customise the application. * No third party software is needed to use this tool. * No installation necessary, just unzip it and use. * No survey, personal or otherwise. * No ads. A: You can use PDF Split & Merge,
it's free and available here. It can split, merge and combine PDF documents, it also supports to add watermarks to each PDF document. ~ = 70.25, the optimal system has a *W*~*max*~/*D*~*max*~ ratio of 1.42. It should be mentioned that we also can demonstrate the optimal value of *k* by numerical simulation. For example, *k* = 2 has a *W*~*max*~/*D*~*max*~ ratio of 1.44
(Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), so that the value of *k* can be determined by the criterion in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}. In addition, the values of *W*~*max*~, *D*~*max*~ and *k* are rather stable for different initial conditions (Fig. [2a,b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), so that the value of *k* can be determined with more precision. Based on the above analyses, it is concluded that the system with
*k* = 2 can have the optimal precision of 0.99 × 10^−10^, and the optimal value of *W*~*max*~/*D*~*max*~ is 1.42, *

What's New In PDF-ShellTools?

PDF-ShellTools is a Windows Explorer context menu add-in that helps you quickly perform a variety of operations straight from the Windows Explorer context menu. After installing the application, some new items become available in the Windows Explorer right-click menu. When a PDF is selected, this context menu enables you to perform one of seventeen operations. The application can, for example,
rotate, split, merge, append and package PDFs. The interface used for each of these functions is both intuitive and easy to use. What's more, when it comes to the operations mentioned above, the application enables you to define your selection of pages in several ways: by individual pages, intervals and even or odd pages. You can even select pages to be modified in 'blocks' of a defined length. For
example, it is possible to automatically split a document in blocks no larger than 20 pages in length. Alternatively one can also define these block in terms of file size. By following the previous example, the program can automatically split a PDF in blocks no larger than 50KB in size. Other operations which can be performed from the context menu include adding customizable watermarks, extracting text
or image content and setting the file's security and password options. The application can also bulk-rename PDFs based on their metadata and search for duplicate files. Another supported feature is scripting. You can use PDF-ShellTools' script manager to create and run your own scripts and automate repetitive processing tasks. Your custom scripts can even be displayed in the context menu, alongside the
application's other functions. Download PDF-ShellTools The download page for PDF-ShellTools can be found here. For the latest version please go to the website and read the change log or the FAQ. Features Create and append several files Split a PDF into several files Merge files into one PDF Rotate, resize and crop PDFs Package PDFs into a Zip file Extract text or image content from a PDF Set PDF
security settings and password Add customizable watermarks Extract all images and text from a PDF Extract contents by page(s) Scan and search a PDF Extract all text or image from a PDF Set file creation date/time Create and extract from ZIP files Support for more than 70 file types Support for Microsoft Windows 7 and Vista One-click batch creation of a PDF View and change file properties Change
PDF file attributes Create batch scripts Change file icon PDF-ShellTools Requires At least Windows Vista or Windows 7, 32-bit edition Installation Download the latest version of PDF-ShellTools from the website above. Install and run PDF-ShellTools.
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System Requirements:

Android 2.2 or later Windows 8 or later 1024×600 display or higher At least 3 GB of free disk space Processor: ARM Thumb-2 instruction set or above Requirements for Android version 2.2 or above: Higher resolution display, preferably HD or more, is recommended. Higher resolution display, preferably HD or more, is recommended. For best performance, use a device with 512 MB RAM or higher.
For best performance, use a device with 512 MB RAM or higher. For best performance
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